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Self-similar strutures onverging to aumulation points are observed in optially injeted lasers.
These strutures are assoiated to saddle-node bifurations. We found that these phenomena an be
properly explained in the framework of saddle-node bifuration asade. Apparently not onneted
phenomena in these lasers are shown to be related within this framework.
Lasers with optial reinjetion have played an impor-
tant role in reent years, from three dierent points of
view, namely theoretial, numerial and experimental.
Reently, the presene of self-similar arrangements of pe-
riodi orbits has been reported in this lass of lasers
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄. The phenomena desribed in the liter-
ature are assoiated to saddle-node (S-N) bifurations
and to periodi orbits aumulation points. Furthermore,
smaller regions in parameter spae have been reported
showing the same behavior (see 3.2 in [1℄). Also the
presene of aumulation points of aumulation points
has been desribed [2℄.
A new mathematial framework is needed to organize
most or all of these results, or rephrasing [2℄, to answer
the question of what is the preise struture of the laser
haoti phases. In this letter we will show this framework:
the saddle-node bifuration asade [6, 7℄. Formerly, we
will show how the diverse phenomena desribed by re-
searhers t in this framework in a qualitative way. Later,
after introduing the mathematial model of laser, we will
show it in a quantitative way. This new framework would
make the analysis of the problem easier, dierentiating
between basi proesses and seondary eets. In fat,
this model explains the following phenomena:
(i) Self-similar strutures. The self-similar strutures
above mentioned (assoiated to S-N bifurations, with a
fratal struture and onverging to aumulation points
that, on the other hand, onverge to aumulation
points), have the same struture as that found in the
S-N bifuration asade, whih was fully haraterized in
[6, 7℄.
(ii) Aumulation of innite asades. A S-N bifura-
tion asade is a sequene of S-N bifurations in whih the
number of xed points showing this kind of bifuration
is dupliated. If the whole anonial window is onsid-
ered, then innitely many S-N bifuration asades exist,
formed by sequenes of points with periodiities q, q · 2,
q · 22, . . . , q · 2n, . . . , for any n ∈ N and q odd, alled ba-
si period (see denition in 3.2 of [6℄). These sequenes
onverge, as n grows, to the same point (in a way resem-
bling that of the aumulation horizons reported in [2℄).
This point is known as the anonial window Myrberg-
Feigenbaum point. Eah of the q · 2n-periodi S-N orbits
gives birth to a q ·2n-periodi window inside whih all the
proess is repeated again as it was in the anonial win-
dow, hene giving a fratal struture. Hene eah of these
q ·2n-windows has its own Myrberg-Feigenbaum aumu-
lation point, and all these aumulation points onverge
toward the anonial window Myrberg-Feigenbaum au-
mulation point. In the injeted laser literature this is re-
ported by Bonatto and Gallas [2℄ as boundaries formed
by the aumulation of innite asades of self similar
islands of periodi solutions of ever-inreasing period
and . . . these haoti phases ontain both single au-
mulations as well as aumulations of aumulations.
The kind of phenomena desribed by Bonatto and Gallas
mathes perfetly what is alled attrator of attrators
in [6℄, as we will see later in more detail.
(iii) Unnested period-doubling strutures. In [3℄,
Wiezorek, Kranskopf and Lenstra desribe unnested
period-doubling strutures in injeted lasers. They say:
the next bifuration is the saddle-node of the periodi or-
bits SL2 in whih two period-2 orbits, one attrating and
one saddle are reated. It is likely that they are desrib-
ing the two rst elements of a S-N bifuration asade,
that is, an unnested island of doubled period seems to
be one element in a saddle node bifuration asade. In
other words, the S-N bifuration gives birth to a window
that appears as an unnested island.
(v) Intermitteny. Wiezorek, Kranskopf and
Lenstra also report haoti behavior lose to the S-N
bifuration [3℄. They are observing one single element
of the intermitteny asade assoiated to the S-N
bifuration asade [6℄. In summary, before the S-N
bifuration, there is intermitteny, and after it the
system enters a periodi window where the initial
periodi orbit undergoes a period-doubling asade
leading to haos. We will show this intermitteny below.
Within the theoretial framework just desribed, the
S-N bifuration is the main element and the seondary is
the intermitteny whih is, in fat, naturally assoiated
to it.
It is enough to nd a S-N bifuration asade in rein-
jeted lasers to apply the theoretial framework just de-
sribed to these systems. In this letter, we nd S-N bifur-
ation asades in the same reinjeted laser model used
2by [1, 2, 3, 4℄, providing the mathematial basis to ex-
plain the phenomena desribed above. We have hosen
this laser model beause periodi orbits assoiated to S-
N bifurations have been found in it whih agree with
experimental results. Furthermore, the model is quite
general and representative of a broad number of lass-B
lasers (solid state and CO2 lasers), as pointed out in [1℄.
In this way, we expet to ease the experimental researh
based in our theoretial developments. The equations of
the model an be written in a dimensionless form as
E˙ = K + (
1
2
(1 + iα)n− iω)E
n˙ = −2Γn− (1 + 2Bn)(|E|2 − 1)
(see [1℄ for details); the parameter values have been taken
as α = 1.987, ω = 1.5, Γ = 0.035 and B = 0.015.
Taking κ as the ontrol parameter, S-N bifuration as-
ades are found (see gure 1). In tables I, II and III, the
values of κ where S-N orbits of several periods appear
are shown, as well as the Feigenbaum ratios, onverg-
ing to the Feigenbaum onstant δ. They show the 3 · 2n
and 5 ·2n asades as well as the S-N bifuration asade
within the period-5 window. This proves, in optially
injeted lasers:
(a) The existene of asades with dierent basi peri-
ods (3 and 5). This explains the existene of unnested
islands.
(b) The same kind of behavior in smaller regions (S-N
bifuration asade in the period-5 window). This ex-
plains the existene of self-similar strutures.
() The underlying attrator of attrators originated
by the presene of asades inside eah of the windows of
the asade. This explains the aumulation of aumu-
lation points.
Then, the phenomena reported by researhers are ex-
plained within the S-N bifuration asade framework.
Let us point out that all of the S-N bifuration as-
ades have the same saling as the Feigenbaum asade
[8, 9℄ allowing this property for a tehnique to have them
haraterized by researhers (see tables I, II and III).
Another point has to be highlighted, the q-periodi or-
bit, for q odd, is loated in the 1-haoti band, the q · 2,
lies in the 2-haoti band, and so on. This allows us to
explain the strutures desribed by Bonatto and Gallas.
For instane, orbits 3, 5, 7 (the last one not numbered
but shown) in Fig. 1b in [2℄, belong to the 1-haoti or-
bit. The elements loated in the 2-haoti band allow to
explain the low periodi islands with periods 10, 14, 18,
22 shown in Fig. 2b in [2℄. They are low periodi islands
of periods 5·2, 7·2, 9·2 and 11·2 whih are respetively as-
soiated with the seond elements of the S-N bifuration
asade q ·2n, having basi periods q = 5, 7, 9 y 11. The
periods of the islands just mentioned follow a Sharkovsky
ordering [10℄, whih laims that the low periodi island
of period 6 (shown in gure 1b in [2℄) is in reality a 3 · 2-
periodi island, that is, it belongs to the 2-haoti band
and represents the seond element of the S-N bifuration
asade with basi period q = 3. Closeups of these peri-
odi islands an be seen in the biparametri plot in gure
3 (similar to gure 1b in [2℄). If the biparametri stru-
ture is visited along a straight line aross the unnested
periodi islands, then a plot similar to the one in gure 1
is obtained from whih the S-N bifuration asades an
be extrated.
In this same framework, it is possible to explain the
two kinds of onvergene reported by researhers:
(d) Simple aumulation. If for q · 2n, n is kept xed
and q is inreased, the orresponding sequene repre-
sented by the low periodi islands in the 2n-haoti
band onverges to the Misiurewiz or band-merging point
where two onseutive bands meet eah other [7℄. This is
seen in Fig. 2a in [2℄ where n = 1 and q = 5, 7, 9, 11, . . .
and the low periodi islands onverge to an aumula-
tion horizon.
(e) Aumulation of aumulations. If, for a xed q,
n is inreased, the orresponding sequene onverges to
an attrator of attrators (see [6℄).
In fat, all the onvergene points are attrators of at-
trators when observed in enough detail, beause within
any window there exists an innity of attrators of at-
trators. However the software or experimental setups
employed annot resolve the simple aumulation and
therefore the aumulation of aumulations annot al-
ways be observed.
Finally, there must be an intermitteny before any S-
N bifuration. In partiular, [3℄ report an intermiteny
behavior. But, in general, there must be intermitteny
surounding every low q · 2n-periodi periodi island de-
sribed above. These would be responsible of the appear-
ane of intermitteny asades de intermitenias behav-
ing in a similar way as S-N bifuration asade do. We
show one of these intermittenies in gure 2.
Aording to the exposed in the previous paragraph,
to show up the existene of a S-N bifuration asade
in a dynamial system the haoti band ontaining ev-
ery q · 2n-periodi orbit (for a xed q basi period) of
the asade has to be perfetly identied. Otherwise,
that is, if the suesive windows that appear when the
ontrol parameter is varied are registered in order, then
the S-N bifuration asade will not be readily obtained,
but a mixture of unrelated periodi windows, that do not
follow the Feigenbaum saling any more. The S-N bifur-
ation asades are subsequenes of this sequene that
have to be hosen arefully aording to the (symboli)
rules given in [6℄.
In summary, all kind of phenomena (self-similar stru-
tures, aumulation points, unnested period-doubling
strutures, intermitteny and so on) reported by re-
searhers in optially injeted lasers an be explained
in the theoretial framework of saddle-node bifuration
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FIG. 1: Fragment of the period-5 window. Several periodi
windows are seen within it. The origin of eah of these pe-
riodi windows (its right bound) oinides with the birth of
saddle-node orbits of the orresponding saddle-node bifura-
tion asade.
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FIG. 2: Intermitteny behavior lose to the onset of the 5-
periodi window, for a value of κ = 0.938818.
asade. Furthermore, new unreported phenomena (in-
termittey asade) have been predited.
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FIG. 3: Low periodi islands of dierent periods (3·2 and 5·2)
born at S-N bifurations and loated in the 2-haoti band.
These S-N bifurations belongs to dierent S-N bifuration
asades (basi periods 3 and 5 respetively). The points in
this plot have been omputed by period-ounting.
period κn (κn−1 − κn−2)/(κn − κn−1)
3× 2 0.984222
3× 22 0.994836
3× 23 0.997134 4.619
3× 24 0.997621 4.719
3× 25 0.997726 4.638
TABLE I: Values of κ orresponding to S-N bifuration as-
ade of period 3 in the anonial window.
period κn (κn−1 − κn−2)/(κn − κn−1)
5 0.938815
5× 2 0.989430
5× 22 0.995914 7.806
5× 23 0.997363 4.475
5× 24 0.997671 4.705
TABLE II: Values of κ orresponding to S-N bifuration as-
ade of period 5 in the anonial window.
period κn (κn−1 − κn−2)/(κn − κn−1)
(5× 3) 0.937958
(5× 3) × 2 0.9380750
(5× 3)× 22 0.9380993 4.815
(5× 3)× 23 0.93810450 4.673
TABLE III: Values of κ orresponding to S-N bifuration as-
ade of period 3 inside the period-5 window.
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